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If you agree with the following:

1. Free contraception on the N.H.S.
2. The right to choose an abortion
3. No forced sterilisation

>; El i
The campaign needs yolxiﬁsqupport.

26, Neucastle Chambers

O E

Angel Row;

WORKERS I

OTTINGHA

Nottingham.
Women now is thh Journal of Nottingham Womens
Liberation Group.
Its aim is to provide
information on various aspects of womens
ﬂppression’ the theme of women at work
corresponds with the introduction of the Anti,
Discrimination Bill and the Equal Pay Act.
It is intereﬁting to See how firms are preparing
themselfs to avoid giving women equal wages
whilst remaining within the law.
our Group meets an Thursday nights at 8pm in
the Womens Centre for discusion on the progress

Of the various Campaigns aha on the problems which

face women at work, in the home or in pther
Countries,
The Nursery Campaign group are
fighting for nursery accommodation for all
children.

‘The Battered wives Campaign 15 hﬁViHg svme i
success in setting up a refuge.for women battered
in their °“" hemeerte eeeape teThe Abortion and Contraception Campaign has as its
HJMS the RIGHT for free contraception and abortion
ta any "amen needing theee BBPVi¢B$The Working Womens Charter group sets ouf' its aims
clearly in the article contained in the Journal.
The Anti Discrimination Campaign aims to end all
iscrimination against women on the grounds of sex.
we "ant equal Pay and equal ePPaTta"itiee~

The group isexpsndins rapidly but the Problems
feeing Wemeﬂ are eﬂermeeea Be if Ye" feel in
sympathy with our aims why not jgin us.
'
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By 1897 the number of wonen rose to 30,000

meant that children were sometimes kept
l6 and 18 hours a day and not infrequently
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through the whole of Friday night.

Many

young girls were employed at home in the

middle classes whoidisplayed their wealth
in this way.
To some extant this idea
has filtered down to the working class,

finishing processes as lace runners, hammers
and menders.
In l833 Alfred.Pbwer was
especially dismayed by the plight of the
lace runners whom he considered to be
"the most skilful, the hardest worked.and
the worst paid of all operatives connected
with the lace trade".
Single women,
dependant on their earnings, were reduced
almost to starvation, while the very
character of their work and the injurious
effects of long hours on health and sight

sopetines in a slightly altered form in

totally unfittsd.them.for any other employ-

the idea that women work for "pin'm0noy”
i.e. that their work is inessential and

went.
In such cases these women were often
forced.to turn to prostitution.
For
married women, there was the problem of
young ohildrengwithout tins to attend to
their families a common practice was to
give opium to the babies in order to keep
them asleep.
Ovsrdoses and deaths were
a connon result.
Nonen were not passive in their acceptance
of this exploitation.
In 1840 the lace
runners of Nottinham.formed an association
and organized a demonstration against the
"middlemen" in the lace trade - the intermediaries between factory and cottage who
were taking excessive cuts from the earnings
of the runners.
In a circular "To The Lace
Runners of Nottinghan1and.its Vicinity" the
women called for a meeting at Rice's Place,
Nottingham to point out that "in consequence
of this mathod.of giving out work, the lace
runners in many cases receive for their work
not more than one half the original price.
The mistresses reserving to themselves the
remainder for that most useful of all purposes “walking with your work to the warehouss”i
They add at the end of the circular
"He also trust that the male portion of
society will assist us, as it is the cause
of the poor working man as much as the
females".

together.

The idea that a man gained

status because he could afford to keep his
wife at homo was an ideal of the Victorian

not worth very much.
Women know that
this is untrue, that their wages are

footing.

Q‘

I
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week and a rush of orders at the end.which

what the majority of en"-ployers pay women
anounts to very little sore than "pin money”
Hottingham in the 18th Century was a
prosperous and.growing town, and its wealth
was established on.tho basis of its two
main industries - hosiery and lace.
Hosiery was mainly a cottage industry with
the whole fdII'.il.Y involved in the production
process.
The men and.wmen generally
worked the frames while the children, often
from a very early age, were involved in the
essential tasks of winding, searing, and

i

_.__.

about 5,000 of each sex being employed.

essential to the family budget.
But the
myths are useful, especially if we can be
pads to believe than ourselves, because

1

.|——$"""'i-

"Lace was a factory based inchstry but its
working conditions“wers no better.
The
general pattern.was for non to work the
machines, woman to wind the thread, and
children to thread.the machines".
Quote P.4-5 - Jo O'Brien.
The exploitation of children was appalling.
Children were often amployed.in preference
to women and men because their labour was
cheaper.
The warehouses often sent out
little or nothing at the beginning of the

and.they became 75% of the work force.
The myth that wonenfs work is unimportant
and marginal to the economy is quite
obviously untrue in a city like Nottingham.
A historical study of employment in the
19th Century also shows that the general
pattern was for men, women and children to
be involved in the production process

G

-ans;

Nottingham has often been called a "woman's
town" because of its abundance of jobs for
women.
The employment of women in textile,
lace and hosiery is not a recent phenomenon
but dates well back into the 19th Century and
before.
'ﬁomanpower has always been essential
to industry in this area and became increasingly so as men loft the factories for the
pits towards the end of the 19th Century.
In th hosiery industry the proportion of
women to men was roughly equal before 1875

Hates of pay were extrenely low

and it was necessary for the whole fandly
to work long hours in cramped conditions
in order to earn enough to live on.
The
hosiery industry as a whole was overcrowded
and subject to severe fluctuations in trade.
Children from the age of 4 onwards were
expected to help with the simpler tasks.
and at the age of 9 ndght be put to work
on a frame.
In 1809, at the ago of 14, William Felkin
had begun to learn.how to make stockings;
many years later he recalled his mother's
distress:
"M; mother directed me if
possible to avoid ever learning to gain
my bread in a stocking frame.
She knew
that stocking making had laid inzmy
father's constitution the seeds of disease
and of premature death".
N.B. JO<3iBrien P.7 quota (Palkin ...".

2

This last point is important since women
had often fought alongside male workers
against their appalling conditions.

Women did not only organise in support

of the men either - as the above example
shows, they often organised themselves
and were able to raise the whole question
of womens participation in politics and
union activity.

As with womens role in production their
role in history and in the struggle
of the working classes has also been

Women 9111)’ knaw 110W 130 deal with the
shopocacy by withdrawing their custom
from those who did not support the

ignored and forgotten.

cause of working people.

that
Naturally, becabse of their position,
it was mainly women who were involved
in confrontations related to the price

nothing would hold them back

by famine".

"Trusting

And they finished thus:—

sisters that you will

patriotic sympathies in the cause of
our common country in every legal manner
possible. We remain your dearest friends
and sisters".
This illustrates the political under-

it a shred of black cloth, emblematic

standing and involvement of these women

it was said of bleeding fammine decked

and certainly belies the myth that women
are apathetic with regard to political
and Union activity.
We have tried to show that women are
integral to the economy and their own

in sackcloth... The promiscuous assemblage
then proceeded to the house, at the same
time extracting a promise that he would

reduce the price of flour 6d per stone.

The example was contagious. Mobs
instantly set to work in every part of

work was equal to that of men.

Equally

But women were also a very important force
within trade unions and political organisations. In Nottingham especially the
importance of women and children within

us to accept our present position as
second class citizens because it appears
to be something that has always been.

industries like framework knitting, lace

and textiles showed the men that they

Pam Seymour
Judith Arkwright

could not be excluded from Union life.

In 1843 at a meeting of framework
knitters in Nottingham there was a
proposal to build a national union in
which women and children could be members.
Also many female reform and friendly
societies were set up alongside
their male counterparts.

Here is a poem written byra woman quoted
in the Woman Socialist of 1906.

"Oh, to be alone!
To escape from the work, the play,

The talking of every day;
To escape all I have done
And all that remains to do!

It is in the chartist period that we
can most easily trace the political
activity of working women. The

To escape - yes even from you,
My only love, and be alone and free.

original charter included a demand
on women which was later dropped but

nevertheless women took an active part.
In 1838 the Nottingham female Political
Union had their own banner on a chartist

demonstration and they also had articles
published in the chartist newspaper,
"The Northern Star".
The Birmingham

I
I
I
I

am yours, part of you, your wife!
have no other life
cannot think, cannot do;
cannot breathe, cannot see;

There is 'us' but there is not meAnd worst at your trust I grow
contented so".

a every

narrow choice.

She

can take an office job as a clerk (or
a typist if already trained), she can

enter the needle trade where skills
can be learnt but go unrewarded; or
she can take an.unskilled.job in a

so goes the old folk-song - and how much
have things really changed.for women HOW?

minjnmm_w3ge gf £AO per weak,

Today, millions of women go out to work
and so lay the basis for some independence,
however thin.their wage packets, their job
security and their own expectations.
Of
course women have always worked, and continue to work - in the home, but for nothing;
not even for the recognition this physically
and mentally exhausting labour deserves. 'On
the other hand, a job outside the home gives
a woman not only her own pay-slip but also
the close company of fellow'workers, and
with itla sense of her own.importance and
value.
She can see the vital role she
plays within the nation's economy (=iO"'l-.~ of
the entire work force is female) but still
the working woman is regarded not as an
equal to her husband, only as a poor second.
WHY?
Women.themselves are conditioned into seeing
their lives as workers as secondary to their
lives as mothers and wives.
Indeed any
attempt to reverse this "divine order" brings
with it an uproar of guilt and reproach.
we
must at all costs put marriage before a job,
home before work, 'him* or ‘them’ before ‘me’.
This weakness is ruthlessly exploited by
employers in offering women less than a living
wage ("after all, it's only pinsmoney”) and
work at convenient but unsocial hours, in the
early morning (e.g. cleaners) or on the

that a Nottingham woman is doing well
to get £30 and on average receives
£23-24.
The rate for some jobs is
still as low as 40p per hour.

The position of the single woman (whether
widowed, divorced, postponing or avoiding
marriage) is similar but worse.
As well
as the problem.of bad pay and conditions
she comes up against the most blatant
discrimination in terms of job opportunities.
The vacancies columns of Nottinghamis
Evening Post show that there are four
times as many "dead-end" jobs on appalling
pay (as low as £10 per week) for young
girls as compared to boys, while in the
"professional" category more than half
the jobs listed specify that a man is
wanted.
It is extremely rare for a woman's job
to mention any further training beyond

"Hidden From History" by Sheila Rowbotham)

wgrk has

factory, shop or catering establishment
(hotel, cafe or canteen).
While some
trade unionists are calling for a

On my rain-wet face and know

I am only you!

1

womankind

of emotional stability, both for children and
for perents who rarely meet.

England from the N.F.P.U. (quoted in

England against the treacherous middle
classes "who must ever-be considered
as false friends and of no moment
whatsoever for the people". _
t

all

Where the winds and the plovers cry,
And no man is at hand;
And feel the free wind blow

And to cool my eyes in the air,
And to see how my back can bear
Burdens - to try, to know
To learn to grow!

They warned the working women of

Of

problem of child-mindi ng, but at the expense

I want to stand upright,

Political Union was actually formed.
On December 8th "The Northern Star"
printed a long letter to the women of

fOIt‘|.1IlB

Between gray moor and gray sky

For the soft firelight
And the home of your heart, my dear,
They hurt, being always here,

In October 1838 the Nottingham Female

thﬁ

5 - 9 p;m. twilight shift.

Free and alone.

Feargus O'Connor one of the leaders of
the chartist movement believed that
numerically women were the majority
in the chartist movement.

13

Could I only stand

I am free - not yours but my own -

meeting had been convened to draw
women into chartism and according to
reports "There could not have been less
than I? OOO women there".

3

G

they played an important role in the
fight against their bad conditions.
Our political and economic importance has
always been obscured and this has led

the town."

hard

She's always controlled, she's always
confined
Controlled by her parents until she's a
wife
Then a slave to her husband for the
rest of her life. "

respond to us in your kindest and most

loaf on top of a fishing rod after having
streaked it with red ochre and tied round

‘I

"O

"Its better to die by the sword than

"The disturbance began by several women
in Turncalf Alley sticking a halfpenny

?

U

They declared

and they were prepared for violence

of food.
The Nottingham date book gives
an example of September llth l8l2.

_

E

It may solve the

what is immediately required for the
job.
So, unless fortunate enough to
have received vocational training when
young - probably as a teacher or a
nurse - a Nottingham woman needing to

4

it seemg

Another tellirg example of how deeply‘
ingrained is the prejudice against
(working women has been brought up by
the Government's attenpts to enforce
"equal pay for equal work". Employers
have decided that a woman's labour is
not equal; that a job requiring manual
strength should be more highly valued
(and paid!) than one requiring dexterity,

or the patience to put up with boring
and repetitive work.

We must fight this kind of prejudice on
all levels - firstly by demanding that
the principle of equal pay for equal work
is fully implemented, and women's rates

brought up to those 0f'men.
Secondly,
we must press employers to provide and
rnmﬂicise more opportunities for women
to train, both in administrative and
technical work.
At the same time'we
need to lessen.the special burden on
women of responsibility for the home
km demanding improved working conditions
for all (so sen can alsc>take on their
share) and adequate provision of
nurseries.
(These demands will have
to be fought for, especially as they
cost money; and possibly the hardest
stage of the battle will be getting
*wgmen to stand up in the unions and
claim thenlas their rights - but until
we do, neither our fortune nor our
slavery will change.

B. Holland
Dear Madam
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THE A Tl DISCRI
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BILL

THE WOR I G

CANTEEN gggT_
Full and part time vacancies to he filled: Fantastic
pay and h@]1day mnn9y_

We all know that women are still suffering
from severe discrimination at work despite
the commitment nearly one hundred years

legislation to end discrimination in

(Y°“ h°l lit f“"l“S‘l“ H‘ “"1? " mans vﬂ"@)

ago by the Trades Union Movement to fight

Social

Security

and

income

tax‘

Our comments on the White Paper have

been Sent ta the Home Secretary

and a

’

copy _ of our report is available at the
Nottln
ham W0men,S Centre.
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The women S Mnvement ls Contlnulng the
campaign to get a stronger Bill, but we
are also looking ahead to its enforcement.
We were critical of the proposal that
.
.
. .
.
the complainant must prove discrimination
by her employer, etc. as we felt this

—
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placed too great a burden on an individual,

AVE.

femHlE

earnings:

£22.60

per

p

The Working Womens Charter

The Charter was drawn up by a group of
women in London and passed initially by
the London Trades Council in March 1974,
the demands are as follows:

We can be fairly confident that
there will be a Sex Discrimination
Act on the Statute Book by the end
of 1975. What we must do now is to

We pledge ourselves to agitate and organise

-III"""'

study the Bill and the enforcement

to achieve the following aims:

Women's Organisations

and Trade Unions will be able to
represent women at the proposed

1'
The rate for the lﬁbi regardless of
Sex» at rates negotiated by the trade

Industrial Tribunals and in the
Civil Courts, and we must now work
in preparation for this. ‘Women from

uﬁlogs’ with a nEti$na1 minimum W989: bé10W

w ic
2*

each Group must be trained to advise

women of their rights, and be able

ATTnqcT]vy Iqpy

to assigtdand represent women bringing

ls offered position as assistant Advertising Sn]pa

-

case s o

-

'
iscrimination.

-

#-

Agent.

ELIZABETH
COFFEY
SEX DISCRIMINATION CAMPAIGN
NOTTINGHAM

Barbara Castle‘s "Better Pensions“
proposals do indeed go some way towards
giving women a better deal than hitherto ,
but as it is an earnings—related scheme,
women will still be at a disadvantage
since their present carnings are still
only half those of men.
There is unlikely to be an early improvement with
the implementation of the Equal Pay act.
Traditionally and historically there are
many jobs which have been performed only
by women, usually involving greater dexterity. These jobs have been rated as

-'

-

1‘.

.

no wages s ou d fall.

,....,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

achieve this aim.

whole struggle to change the way we are
treated as women in this society. Also

in order to understand why we are given
second class jobs at third class rates
of pay, we have to look at our responsibilities in the family and at the way

we have been brought up and educated
because these form the conditions under
which we accept discrimination.
The Working Womens Charter recognises
that as women we are in a weak position
to fight for equal rights at work while
we have to do another job in the home —

housework, while we carry a tremendous
emotional responsibility within the
ifamil Y: and while we are conditioned

3.
Equal education and training for all
occupations and compulsory day release

weak position to break away from our

TheQremoval of all legal and

bureaucratic impediments to equality

»

their numbers and to campaign amongst
trade union men that they may work to

of wife and mother.
It also recognises that we are in a

5.
-I can ‘ﬁll any ﬂ“'n% "_

exercise influence commensurate with

occupations and in promotion, regardless
of sex and marital status.

for all 16 - l9 year olds in employment.
4. Working conditions to be, without
deterioration of previous conditions, the
same for women as for men.

essential but helpful,
(Big Knockers a great advantage) ,

in political life so that they may

and educated to aspire only to tho r0165

Equal opportunity of entry into

1

.
.
Aged 20 - 28. bales
experience
not "

10. To campaign amongst women to take
an active part in the trade unions and

and the needs of women in the home in
order to demonstrate the purpose and
importance of our separate demands we
have to introduce them as part of a

essential in any fight for womens rights.

Company, i.e. they must prove they did
not discriminate because of sex or marriage.

9.
Family allowances to be increased
to £2.50 per child, including the first
child.

and promotion to higher grades. The
,
,
_ _
Women s Movement has studied the position
of women in society in some depth and

is a product of this thinking and attempts
to lay down a set of demands that are
1!

“

As you can see, the Charter encompasses
both the needs of women at work itself

gains are made.

that the onus of proof must be on the

IL

week) and still have tremendous difficulties
in securing training for skilled jobs

has come to realise all-round changes
in womens role are needed before real

Organisation with ample financial resources
and legal advisers. We feel therefore

procedure.

pay.

and all the discussion in recent years
b
1
1
a out egis Htlﬁn on sex discrimination
have done little either. 'Women still
.
earn approximately half as much as men

I

especially if it involved a very large

Equal

a

O E S CHARTER

If introduced on the lines of the White
,,
,,
Paper Equality for Women the Bill will
still fall Short of our Campaign requirements_
It will be necessary to have Separate
pensiansa

,

e.g. ‘with regard to tenancies, mortgages,

pension schemes, taxation, passports,
control over children, social security
payments, hire purchase agreements.
6.
Improved provision of local
authority day nurseries, free of charge,
with extended hours to suit working
mothers.
Provision of nursery classes

in day nurseries.
7.

More nursery schools.

l8 weeks maternity leave with full

family situation if it becomes
intolerable, or if we simply choose to
avoid it, because single women have

such an insecure economic position.
Most women are stuck in a vicious circle
We have to work for most of our lives
andgstill be 'good' mothers to our
children and maids to our menfolk.
If
we are not working outside the home we
are supposed to be perfectly satisfied
devoting ourselves to our families,
and yet we often find ourselves completly
isolated from friends and relatives
because of our family responsibilities.

In the last war it was essential
that masses of women entered the work
force and so nurseries were provided
all over the place to help in this,

net pay before and after a live child;

they became for a short time an essential

industries, very few jobs now reQHiP@
physical strength, but the distinction

7 weeks after birth if the child is
stillborn.
No dismissal during pregnancy
or maternity leave. No loss of security,

service. We as women should be able
to make such choices.
If we do not
want to have a child we should have

pension or promotion prospects.

is Still made between "men's jobs" and

8.

contraception and abortion facillities
available to us.
If we need (or wish)‘

being of less value than jobs requiring
physical strength. With the advanced
technology now introduced into many

'

Family planning clinics supplying

"women's jobs". The criterion should
be "eoual pay for work of equal value"

free contraception to be extended to
cover every locality. Free abortion to

and

be readily a.vailable.
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to continue working after the birth of
a child, we need longer maternity leave
and safeguards for our jobs, to make
this possible.
If we want a life outside the home we need nurseries for

e.
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our children.
If we are to lead
a full and adult life we must have

a complete education and not one that
presupposes motherhood and passivity.
If we are going to change our present

position within the workforce we must

challenge the Trades Unions to take
up our struggle and to allow women
full participation in unions.
This

last field involves establishing
creche facillities at meetings and
convening meetings at times when

nwomen can attend as a beginning towards

greater participation and consciousness.
In Nottingham.we have set upa "Working
‘Womens Charter Action Committee".
This

has the aim of publicising the charter
and coordinating work a'aund it. We
meet every month to di cuss our

activities.

We hope to send speakers

to Trade Union Branches and any other
organizations who are interested. We
are also attempting to do research into
the employment of women in Nottinghnn,
nursery facilities available, wages etc.
and to work closely with other groups

of women who are active on abortion
and contraception, on child care
provision and on Industrial and Trade

Union issues.

‘Before the Industrial Revolution men and particulary

women have been systematically expoilted in their
homes under the title outworker.
We have progressed
from spinning and weaving on hand looms, in tiny
cottages, to assembling complex printed circuits in
council houses and semi's.
The back breaking
treadle machines women used to work for sixteen hours
a day in the twenties and thirties have given way

to motor powered sewing machines. would it suprise
you to know people are still working nearly sixteen
hours a day on some outwork for a miserable pittance?
The majority of outworkers today are still exploited
and sometimes even threatened by their employers
if the dare to complain about pay, or the long hours
they have to work to make even a very small wage
Most firms who employ outworkers are not unionised,
the very mention of a union would result in a threat
to have your work stopped.
Althogh I will not be naming specific emplyers, all
cases mentioned have been documented and authenticated

The third but probably most important reason,

ggirgels To security of j°b5o and Sﬂmﬁ rates have

for the ever growing nﬁmbers of outworkers,

No thrgzhlpgreased for ten or more years.

is the deplorable lack of adequate nursery facilities

.The

Oct“:

_agrQementS exlst f°T‘m0St Outworkers,

provided by most Cuunty Councils.

therg are e 1s not however one of unrelieved gloom,

The employer could also provide creches, I am sure
many women stay at home and suffer inadequate pay,
rather than leave their children in the hands of
indifferent child - minders.
The Unions are not doing enough to prevent this
exploitation of labour, they would seem to be
unconcerned about the shockingly low rates paid,
which they would certainly not allow inside the

rgalise th:€me gozé ;Tp1°YeP$ Of Outworkers who
I am one of’tz S? 1: led worker 15 §H_ﬂSSet.
machine is r0e.d0g “Hate homi machinlsts’ a
rates ar tﬁ vl E ' my Work 15 delivered, the
d
E
e Same as the glrlﬁ 1" the fa°t°TY
an my e?p10yers Ormster Gowns of Nottingham
are considerate of m d
t‘
Y "mes 19 ﬁituﬂtion.
M

factory.

The
last
laws ».=1~iu-.911
into the Factory
.
A
.

0u t worker

Act concerning outwork was in 1901.

“Teen
Brow' -

or Home Ma°h1n1$t'

by Trades Union Officer's.

One women showed me her hands, her finger -

tips

hlistered and sore, she had worked for four days

averaging six hours a day, breaking bits of plastic
off a central stem, her wages, £1.50p, Pensioners

I
I

in Nottingham earn 6p an hour putting pins into flags
A couple in their early fifties worked three hours

for 9p.
The same‘couple, there grown up son, daughter
son in law worked a total of one hundred and twenty
hours, earnings, £5.22p another forty six hours
work brought them £1.21p

These are but some of the out-rageous wages paid.

We have already had support for our
campaign from the Nottingham and
District Trades Council, several Labour

Party Wards and several Trade Union
Branches including NUPE

ASTMS, NUT.

We hope always to involve both working
women and non-working women in our
campaign.
It is important that we
take up the demands in the Charter right
now because the economic crisis is
already affecting women especially
severely because of price rises, unemployment and cuts in social expenditure,

and because the Equal Pay Act is
supposed to be enforced at the end of
1975 and many firms are at this time
trying to find loop-holes to avoid it.
Anyway, we cannot go on waiting for

ever.

Another problem is the safety factor in outwork,

Q‘

no enquiries by the firm were made when a young

women was sent a machine which pressed metal prongs
into a plastic base.
The women had three children
at. home, four at school, her husband rang the firm

and asked them to take the press hack as it was to
dangerous, with small children in the home.
It was
a fortnight before they fetched the press, in that
time one of the children had caught her hand in the

/'

press and a metal prong had gone through her finger.
There was no guard or safety device on the machine
at all.
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Sewing machinists althogh experienced

are not usually paid the same price for work as the
girls in the factory even though they are using
their own electricity.

The reasons why outwork is increasing and in my
opinion will continue to do so, are basically
th re e .
The first is of course money, even an extra pound

a week can make a vital difference to a family

If you would like more information.

on a low wage, and to a pensioner struggling with

speakers, etc. please contact

ever rising prices, and inflation, even a few

Gill Haymes,

shillings brings a few more conforts and can

Secretary
49 Elmswood Gardens

mean the difference between being cold or warm,

Sherwood
Nottingham

7

Tel. 604074

The second reason is not so obvious, space and
land being at a premium, employers would look
for an alternative if wishing to expand.
Outworkers are nne alternative , the employer
would also save on heating, lighting, insurance,
holiday pay, etc., He need not even take his work
to the outworker, I have seen women struggling with
prams and pushchairs, loaded with work and
children, queing for more work and on a Friday
queing for their pay, such as it is.

Howard University did a study to find out what were
the most bor1ng Jobs 1H the world.
These were the results:-
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There was an old woman

“Who lived in a shoe
She had so many children
She didn't know what to do ...
This rhyme is now used as an advert for

Family Planning Clinics.

Contraception

is a simple way for women working at home

to ensure that they can cope with and
love the children already there without

the fear of unwanted children.
It is
also essential to the freedom of women
owho choose not to have any children and
work outside the house.
It's easy to think of contraception as
the simple solution for all women, but
whichever method is chosen it may have
to be effective for 20-30 years.
But
effectiveness is only one problem.
'ﬁhat about the dangers and all too often
overlooked side effects?
If, as the
pcpulaticnists believe, we are doing the
world a service in liniting the number
of children born, so why are women
treated as neurotics when they guesticn
or conplain about the possible harmful
effects?
Pany women show few of the side effects

associated with various contraceptive
devices, but that does not mean that
they do not exist.
The pill, for
example, causes bio-chenical and enzyme
changes in the lining of the womb and
research has shown that these large
vessel changes are reflected.in the
blood vessels of the head and elsewhere because it alters the hormone
balance which affects the body's
resistance to infection.
Fodified
types of pill are used which may cut
down the risk of thrombosis for instance
but which repress or produce different
kinds of side effects.
It is odd then
thaf symptoms such as headaches,

depression, migraine, and.loss of libido
which are categorised simply as neurotic
fears, are in fact caused by these
changes in.the lining of the wombﬂ
The grafenberg ring, a coil used in the
l933's,"was taken off the market because
of complications it produced, and yet
present day coils produce just as disturbing side effects.
Pain at insertion
has been described as far worse than
labour and some women could barely walk
home from the clinic.
The Doctor's
remedy for one woman's pain was "Take
Paracetamol" and the attitude to heavy
bleeding of another woman: "If that's
all you can go to work".
The risk of
death from using the coil or the pill is
far lower than actually having a baby,
but how long must women be ‘trained’ to
put up with the discomfort?
,A pill for
men so that it does not create abnornalities in the sperm is difficult to produce
but a significant factor seems to one

gynaecologist that "men are sensitive
about years of irpotence".
What happens
then if women are too shy to use a Family
Planning Clinic feel that the attitudes,
risks and discomfort Leave no alternative
but relying on contraceptives sold over
the counter, such as foams, jellies and
suppositories?

This summer

day setting up the theatre space and we
presented our work in the evening. My
three month old twins were with me, being
fed when they were hungry but otherwise

my partner and I had

booked spaces in five agricultural
shows in different parts of the
country where we planned to put on
an exhibition with ourselves as part
of it. I was working at one of these,
in Lincoln the week before the
babies were born, and three weeks
later was the next show we were booked
to do - in Peterborough. I was
worried, partly because in hospital
the babies had been treated as if
they were very delicate. If any

A recent report in the magazine "Spare
Rib" said that they were led to the

conclusion that "chemical contraceptives
cause a woman to conceive by encouraging

her to rely on such products alone“. It
is inperative that spermicides are used
together with the cap or with sheaths,
and yet "Preceptin” and "Delfin" claim
they are "for use alone" and Randell
Pessaries state "no further precautions
need to be taken".
A more subtle
approach is the cla in on "C Film" as
"The his or hers contraceptive". There
is a serious lack of information on all
the products bought over the counter.

just kicking on a rug.

afterwards an agency reporter spoke
to me, and later contacted me and tried
to get me to consent to having a Sunday
People reporter visit me and write up
a story about my "family show". He was
nervous but persuasive - "you can't
expect people to be interested in the
sort of work you do, but having babies
with you, that is unusual‘, etc. etc.
I guessed from his tone, and because of
the sort of reporting usual in the
Sunday People, that what they wanted
was a shock expose of my situption. I
very firmly said no thank you.

thing happend to them there would

be no sympathy for me, I knew
on my own. But I felt I just
to start working then, before
after two babies that started
up all my time.

In the pub

I was
had
looking
taking

No doubt my working situation is not a

"Well, it worked out all right, and
so have all the pieces of work I
have done since then, and I have
managed to travel by trains with
them quite long distances without

with a ‘let cut’ clause "highly effective

many di£ficu1ties'

who n cor rectly applied" .
Soc rmicidal
powder is annually tested for its effectiveness and in laboratory conditions all

common one; however, I feel that I am.
in the same position as all women with
_children, in that I have to find my own
way to go on working - there is not a
generally accepted and accessable method
of combining these two commitments.

But, I am told it will get harder
as they get older.

'When I knew I was pregnant, and again
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Douching or bathing after intercourse
‘washes the spermicide away and yet no

we did a show in a studio theatre in

manufacturer warns against it.
Packets
are not date stamped and yet products are
no longer effective if kept for too long
and suppositories and foaming tablets
deteriorate ouickly if kept in hot or
dawp p1a¢e5Instructions on how long
before intercourse these products should
be inserted varies from 20 ninutes to
3 hours before deterioration begins.
Three hours before which particular stage
of love making is also omitted, so is the
fact that for maximum efficiency tablets
should start foaming before insertion or
they are useless.
Lastly no products
mentioned possible side effects
P
or washable sheaths and yet ""~--?hi2h"cfofind
that Pendells pessaries, who claim their
prbdudt is "ideal with the sheath tor IUD"
actually damages rubberi

Manchester.

it

when I knew I was expecting twins I did
feel some panic - would I be able to
cope, i.e. be able to go on working,
which I needed to do to keep myself,
and also because I am completely
committed to my work.
Shirley Cameron

MU partner and I spent a
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It seems as if the only consideration in

rnarketincjrj most contraceptives is commercial
viability.
The less we know the more we

buy,

TOI’ a C0l'I‘lp|ete

‘hhet1‘Ler it be the pill, IUD or

I

chemical contraceptives the attitude behind
keeping women ignorant is the same.
As a
London Gynaecologist puts it, the concern
is "let's helprthe patient to tolerate it"
instead of "Let's investigate the cause”
of these side effects.
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